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ON SLICE POLYANALYTIC FUNCTIONS OF A
QUATERNIONIC VARIABLE
DANIEL ALPAY, KAMAL DIKI, AND IRENE SABADINI
Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the quaternionic slice polyanalytic
functions and we prove some of their properties. Then, we apply the obtained
results to begin the study of the quaternionic Fock and Bergman spaces in this
new setting. In particular, we give explicit expressions of their reproducing
kernels.
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1. Introduction
The theory of polyanalytic functions is an interesting topic in complex analysis.
It extends the concept of holomorphic functions to nullsolutions of higher order
powers of the Cauchy-Riemann operator. An excellent reference on this subject is
the book of Balk [7]. Some famous Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions that
were extended to the setting of polyanalytic functions are the Bergman and Fock
spaces, see for example [1, 2, 7, 15] and the references therein. In the last years,
the classical theory of holomorphic functions in complex analysis was extended to
obtain the theory of slice hyperholomorphic functions of a quaternionic variable,
see [11, 13] and the references therein. This function theory has several applica-
tions, in particular in operator theory and Schur analysis, see [3, 11]. In this paper,
we extend the definition of slice hyperholomorphic functions to higher order and
define the slice polyanalytic functions of a quaternionic variable. Then, we shall
use the obtained results to introduce and study the Fock and Bergman spaces of
quaternionic slice polyanalytic functions and give explicit formulas for their repro-
ducing kernels. Note that by considering polyanalytic functions with respect to
the classical Cauchy-Fueter regularity on quaternions, it turns out that even the
simple example given by F (q, q) = |q|2 is not polyanalytic of order 2. However,
a natural question that may arise in this direction is about a possible extension
of the well-known Fueter mapping theorem on quaternions allowing to construct
Cauchy-Fueter polyanalytic functions starting from slice polyanalytic functions of
the same order. The paper has the following structure: in Section 2, we review some
useful preliminaries on classical complex polyanalytic functions and on quaternionic
slice hyperholomorphic functions. Then, in Section 3 we introduce the quaternionic
slice polyanalytic functions. In particular, on slice domains we show that a slice
polyanalytic function is the sum of the quaternionic conjugate powers multiplied
by slice regular functions, thus extending the analogous result for complex func-
tions. We prove also the counterparts of the Splitting Lemma, Identity Principle,
Representation Formula, Extension Lemma and the Refined Splitting Lemma in
this framework. We also discuss slice polyanalytic functions as a subclass of slice
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functions on axially symmetric domains. In particular, we prove a version of the
identity principle in this situation. In Section 4, we introduce and study the Fock
space of slice polyanalytic functions on quaternions and we give the formula of its
reproducing kernel. Section 5 treats the case of the Bergman theory of the second
kind in the quaternionic slice polyanalytic setting in the case of the unit ball. We
conclude the paper by a brief discussion related to avenues for further research.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we revise the needed material concerning complex polyanalytic
functions and the theory of slice regular functions on quaternions.
2.1. Polyanalytic functions in classical complex analysis. We begin by pro-
viding the background on complex polyanalytic functions. The reader interested in
more details, may consult the book [7].
Definition 2.1. Let Ω be a domain of C. A function f : Ω −→ C is said to be
polyanalytic of order n or n−analytic if(
∂
∂z
)n
f(z) = 0, ∀z ∈ Ω.
The space of all polyanalytic functions of order n is denoted by Hn(Ω).
Example. The function F (z) = 1− zz is polyanalytic of order 2 on C.
Proposition 2.2. Let Ω be a domain of C and f : Ω −→ C. Then, the two
following conditions are equivalent
(1) f is polyanalytic of order n.
(2) f(z) =
n−1∑
k=0
zkak(z), ∀z ∈ Ω where a0, ..., an−1 are analytic on Ω.
Proposition 2.3. Let f and g be two polyanalytic functions of order n on a domain
Ω. If Ω0 is a subdomain of Ω such that f and g coincide on Ω0, then f and g
coincide everywhere in Ω.
In the book of Balk [7], the Fock space Fn(C) of polyanalytic functions of order n
is defined by
Fn(C) = {f ∈ Hn(C);
∫
C
|f(z)|2e−|z|2dλ(z) <∞},
where dλ(z) denotes the usual Lebesgue measure on the complex plane. Note that,
Fn(C) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space whose reproducing kernel is
(2.1) Fn(z, w) = e
wz
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k + 1
)
1
k!
|z − w|2k
Moreover, for all f ∈ Fn(C) and z ∈ C we have
|f(z)| ≤ √ne |z|
2
2 ‖f‖Fn(C).
On the other hand, the Bergman space A2n(D) of polyanalytic functions of order n
in the unit disc is given by
A2n(D) = {f ∈ Hn(D);
∫
D
|f(z)|2dλ(z) <∞}.
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Also A2n(D) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space whose reproducing kernel is given
by
(2.2)
Bn(z, w) =
n
π(1 − wz)2n
n−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k + 1
)(
n+ k
n
)
|1− wz|2(n−1−k)|z − w|2k
for any z, w ∈ D. Moreover, for all f ∈ A2n(D) and z ∈ D, we have the following
|f(z)| ≤ n√
π
‖f‖A2n(D)
(1− |z|2) .
2.2. Quaternions and slice regular functions. For more details about the the-
ory of slice regular functions, originally introduced in [12] and its different gener-
alizations and applications one can see for example [10, 11, 13] and the references
therein. In this section we summarize only the results needed in the sequel.
The non-commutative field of quaternions is defined to be
H = {q = x0 + x1i+ x2j + x3k ; x0, x1, x2, x3 ∈ R}
where the imaginary units satisfy the multiplication rules
i2 = j2 = k2 = −1 and ij = −ji = k, jk = −kj = i, ki = −ik = j.
On H the conjugate and the modulus of q are defined respectively by
q = Re(q)− Im(q) where Re(q) = x0, Im(q) = x1i+ x2j + x3k
and
|q| =√qq =√x20 + x21 + x22 + x23.
Note that the quaternionic conjugation satisfy the property pq = q p for any p, q ∈
H. Moreover, the unit sphere
{q = x1i+ x2j + x3k; x21 + x22 + x23 = 1}
coincides with the set of all imaginary units given by
S = {q ∈ H; q2 = −1}.
Any quaternion q ∈ H \ R can be written in a unique way as q = x + Iy for
some real numbers x and y > 0, and imaginary unit I ∈ S, in fact q = x0 +
x1i+ x2j + x3k
|x1i+ x2j + x3k| |x1i + x2j + x3k|. Then, for every given I ∈ S, the slice CI is
defined to be R + RI and it is isomorphic to the complex plane C so that it can
be considered as a complex plane in H passing through 0, 1 and I. The semi-slice
C
+
I is given by the set {x+ yI;x, y ∈ R, y ≥ 0}. If q = x0 ∈ R then q ∈ CI for all
I ∈ S. It is immediate that H = ∪
I∈S
CI .
In [12], the authors proposed a new definition to extend the classical theory of
holomorphic functions in complex analysis to the quaternionic setting. This leads to
the new theory of slice hyperholomorphic or slice regular functions on quaternions:
Definition 2.4. A real differentiable function f : Ω −→ H, on a given domain
Ω ⊂ H, is said to be a (left) slice regular function if, for every I ∈ S, the restriction
fI to the slice CI satisfies
∂If(x+ Iy) :=
1
2
(
∂
∂x
+ I
∂
∂y
)
fI(x+ Iy) = 0,
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on ΩI . The slice derivative ∂Sf of f is defined by :
∂S(f)(q) :=
{
∂I(f)(q) if q = x+ Iy, y 6= 0
∂
∂x
(f)(x) if q = x is real.
In addition we introduce the following terminology
Definition 2.5. (1) A quaternionic valued function on a domain Ω is said to
be (quaternionic) intrinsic if f(ΩI) ⊂ CI for any I ∈ S. We note that if a
function is expressed by a power series or, in particular, by a polynomial
then it is intrinsic if and only if it has real coefficients.
(2) A function which is slice regular on the whole space of quaternions H is
said to be entire.
We will refer to left slice regular functions as slice regular functions, for short. The
set of these functions is denoted by SR(Ω). It turns out that SR(Ω) is a right
vector space over the noncommutative field H.
Remark 2.6. The multiplication and composition of slice regular functions are not
slice regular, in general. Moreover, the slice derivative does not satisfy the Leibniz
rule with respect to the pointwise multiplication. However, the composition f · g of
two slice regular functions is slice regular if g is intrinsic and the pointwise product
fg is slice regular if f is intrinsic, see [11].
According to the definition, the basic polynomials in q with quaternionic coefficients
on the right are slice regular. Moreover, for any power series
∑
n
qnan, there exists
0 ≤ R ≤ ∞, called the radius of convergence such that the power series is a
slice regular function on B(0, R) := {q ∈ H; |q| < R}. The space of slice regular
functions is endowed with the natural topology of uniform convergence on compact
sets. The characterization of slice regular functions on a ball B = B(0, R) centered
at the origin is given by
Theorem 2.7 (Series expansion). An H-valued function f is slice regular on
B(0, R) ⊂ H if and only if it has a series expansion of the form:
f(q) =
+∞∑
n=0
qn
1
n!
∂
(n)
S (f)(0)
converging on B(0, R) = {q ∈ H; | q |< R}.
Definition 2.8. A domain Ω ⊂ H is said to be a slice domain (or just s-domain)
if Ω ∩ R is nonempty and for all I ∈ S, the set ΩI := Ω ∩ CI is a domain of
the complex plane CI . If moreover, for every q = x + Iy ∈ Ω, the whole sphere
x+ yS := {x+ Jy; J ∈ S} is contained in Ω, we say that Ω is an axially symmetric
slice domain.
Example. The whole space H and the Euclidean ball B = B(0, R) of radius R
centered at the origin are axially symmetric slice domains.
The following properties of slice regular functions are of particular interest and will
be very useful for the next sections of this paper, see [11, 13].
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Lemma 2.9 (Splitting Lemma). Let f be a slice regular function on a domain
Ω. Then, for every I, J ∈ S with I ⊥ J , there exist two holomorphic functions
F,G : ΩI −→ CI such that for all z = x+ Iy ∈ ΩI , we have
fI(z) = F (z) +G(z)J,
where ΩI = Ω ∩ CI and CI = R+ RI.
Theorem 2.10 (Representation Formula). Let Ω be an axially symmetric slice
domain and f ∈ SR(Ω). Then, for any I, J ∈ S, we have the formula
f(x+ Jy) =
1
2
(1 − JI)fI(x+ Iy) + 1
2
(1 + JI)fI(x− Iy)
for all q = x+ Jy ∈ Ω.
Theorem 2.11 (Identity Principle). Let f and g be two slice regular functions on
a slice domain Ω. If, for some I ∈ S, f and g coincide on a subset of ΩI having an
accumulation point in ΩI , then f = g on the whole domain Ω.
Lemma 2.12 (Extension Lemma). Let ΩI be a domain in CI symmetric with
respect to the real axis and such that ΩI ∩R 6= ∅. Let h : ΩI −→ H be a holomorphic
function. Then, the function ext(h) defined by
ext(h)(x + Jy) :=
1
2
[h(x+ Iy) + h(x− Iy)] + JI
2
[h(x − Iy)− h(x+ Iy)]; J ∈ S,
extends h to a slice regular function ext(h) on
∼
Ω = ∪
x+Iy ; x+Jy∈Ω
x + Iy, the sym-
metric completion of ΩI . Moreover, ext(h) is the unique slice regular extension of
h.
In [4], the authors defined the slice hyperholomorphic Fock space on quaternions as
F2Slice(H) := {f ∈ SR(H);
1
π
∫
CI
|fI(q)|2e−|q|2dλI(q) <∞},
where fI = f |CI and dλI(q) = dxdy for q = x + Iy. It was proved that F2Slice(H)
is a right quaternionic reproducing kernel Hilbert space whose reproducing kernel
is given by
(2.3) e∗(pq) =
∞∑
n=0
pnqn
n!
.
Equivalently, the reproducing kernel of the slice hyperholomorphic Fock space could
be obtained also by taking the slice regular extension of the complex function ezq
where z and q belong to the same slice. This means that
(2.4) e∗(pq) = ext(e
zq)(p).
The slice Bergman space of the first and second kind were introduced in [8, 9]. In
this paper, we focus on the case of the Bergman space of the second kind of the
quaternionic unit ball B. For I ∈ S, the slice hyperholomorphic Bergman space of
the second kind is defined to be
ASlice(B) := {f ∈ SR(B);
∫
BI
|fI(p)|2dλI(p) <∞}.
Note that, ASlice(B) is a right quaternionic Hilbert space which does not depend on
the choice of the imaginary unit I. Its reproducing kernel is obtained by extending
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the classical kernel in complex analysis; in closed form it can be written as follows,
see [8]:
(2.5) BS(q, r) =
1
π
(1 − 2q¯r¯ + q¯2r¯2)(1− 2Re(q)r¯ + |q|2r¯2)−2.
We note that this kernel can be written also in the following form
(2.6) BS(q, r) =
1
π
(1 − 2Re(r)q + |r|2q2)−2(1− 2qr + q2r2).
3. Quaternionic slice polyanalytic functions
In this section, we extend to higher order the theory of slice regular functions on
quaternions. First, we start by considering the following simple example
Example. For any q ∈ H, let F (q) = 1− qqj. Then, we have
∂IFI(x+ Iy) = −(x+ Iy)j and ∂2IFI(x+ Iy) = 0; ∀I ∈ S.
We say that F is slice polyanalytic of order 2 on H.
The last example, suggests to consider this more general definition :
Definition 3.1. Let Ω be an open set in H and let f : Ω −→ H be a real function
N times differentiable. For each I ∈ S, let ΩI = Ω ∩ CI and let fI = f|ΩI be the
restriction of f to ΩI . The restriction fI is called (left) polyanalytic of order N if
it satisfies on ΩI the equation
∂I
N
f(x+ Iy) :=
1
2N
(
∂
∂x
+ I
∂
∂y
)N
fI(x+ Iy) = 0.
The function f is called left slice polyanalytic of order N , if for all I ∈ S, fI is left
polyanalytic of order N on ΩI .
Remark 3.2. We note that when dealing with left slice polyanalytic functions we
will refer to them simply as slice polyanalytic. Due to the lack of commutativity
on H, we can define in an analogous way the right slice polyanalytic functions on
quaternions.
The set of all slice polyanalytic functions of order N on a domain Ω is a right vector
space over the noncommutative field of quaternions. It will be denoted SPN (Ω)
or simply SP(Ω) if no confusion can arise with respect to the order. A simple
observation that will be needed in the sequel is the following
Proposition 3.3. If f is an intrinsic, slice polyanalytic function of order N and g
is a slice regular function on a domain Ω then the pointwise multiplication h(q) =
f(q)g(q) defines also a slice polyanalytic function of order N on Ω.
Proof. This holds because f is intrinsic, thus we can use the Leibniz rule. 
Proposition 3.4 (Splitting Lemma). Let f be a slice polyanalytic function of order
N on a domain Ω ⊆ H. Then, for any imaginary units I and J with I ⊥ J
there exist F,G : ΩI −→ CI polyanalytic functions of order N such that for all
z = x+ Iy ∈ ΩI , we have
fI(z) = F (z) +G(z)J.
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Proof. Let I, J ∈ S be such that I ⊥ J , then {1, I, J, IJ} forms an orthogonal basis
of H. Hence, for any z = x+ Iy we can write
fI(z) = f0(z) + f1(z)I + f2(z)J + f3(z)IJ
where f0, .., f3 are real valued. This leads to
fI(z) = F (z) +G(z)J
with F (z) = f0(z)+f1(z)I and G(z) = f2(z)+f3(z)I. However, f is slice polyana-
lytic of orderN which means that ∂
N
I fI(x+Iy) = 0 on ΩI . Thus, by linearity of the
operator ∂
N
I and linear independence of the basis elements we have ∂
N
I F (x+Iy) = 0
and ∂
N
I G(x+ Iy) = 0 on ΩI . This ends the proof. 
Proposition 3.5. Let f0, ..., fN−1 be slice regular functions on a domain Ω ⊆ H.
Then, the function defined by
(3.1) f(q) :=
N−1∑
k=0
qkfk(q)
is slice polyanalytic of order N on Ω.
Proof. Let I ∈ S and choose J ∈ S with I ⊥ J . The Splitting Lemma for slice
regular functions yields
fk|CI
(x+ Iy) = Fk(x+ Iy) +Gk(x+ Iy)J ; ∀k = 0, ..., N
where Fk and Gk are CI valued holomorphic functions on ΩI . Hence, we have
fI(x+ Iy) =
N−1∑
k=0
(x− Iy)kfk|CI (x+ Iy)
=
N−1∑
k=0
(x− Iy)kFk(x+ Iy) +
N−1∑
k=0
(x − Iy)kGk(x+ Iy)J
= F (x+ Iy) +G(x + Iy)J.
It is immediate that F and G are polyanalytic of order N on ΩI . Thus ∂
N
I fI(x +
Iy) = 0 on ΩI for any I ∈ S. 
Conversely, we have the following
Proposition 3.6. If f is a slice polyanalytic function of order N defined on a slice
domain Ω ⊂ H. Then,
(3.2) f(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkfk(q)
where f0, ..., fN−1 are slice regular functions on Ω.
Proof. Let f : Ω −→ H be a slice polyanalytic function of order N on a slice domain
Ω. Then, we can use the Splitting Lemma (Proposition 3.4) to write fI(z) =
F (z) +G(z)J , where z = x+ yI and F,G are CI−valued polyanalytic functions of
order N on ΩI . Then, by classical complex analysis we have that
F (z) =
N−1∑
k=0
zkϕk(z) and G(z) =
N−1∑
k=0
zkψk(z); ∀z ∈ ΩI
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where ϕk, ψk : ΩI −→ CI are holomorphic for all k = 0, ..., N − 1. By hypothesis, Ω
is a slice domain, then it intersects the real line in a point p0 ∈ R such that there
exists a ball of center p0 in which we can expand the functions ϕk and ψk so that
we have
ϕk(z) =
∞∑
j=0
(z − p0)jαkj and ψk(z) =
∞∑
j=0
(z − p0)jβkj ; ∀k = 0, ..., N − 1,
where the coefficients αkj and βkj do not depend on I ∈ S. Hence,
fI(z) =
N−1∑
k=0
zk

 ∞∑
j=0
(z − p0)j(αkj + βkjJ)

 .
Finally, the thesis follows from the arbitrariness of I ∈ S. 
Therefore, we have the following characterization of slice polyanalytic functions on
slice domains
Corollary 3.7. A function f defined on a slice domain is slice polyanalytic of order
N if and only if it has the form (3.2).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. 
The next results of slice regular functions that we shall extend to a higher order in
this section are the counterparts of the identity principle, representation formula,
extension lemma and the refined splitting lemma for slice polyanalytic functions.
Theorem 3.8 (Identity Principle). Let f and g be two slice polyanalytic functions
of order N on a slice domain Ω ⊂ H. If, for some I ∈ S, f and g coincide on U a
subdomain of ΩI , then f = g everywhere in Ω.
Proof. Note that f and g are slice polyanalytic functions of order N on Ω. Thus,
we can write
f(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkfk(q) and g(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkgk(q); ∀q ∈ Ω
where (fk)k=0,...,N−1 and (gk)k=0,...,N−1 are slice regular on Ω. Note that thanks to
the Splitting Lemma for slice polyanalytic functions we have that fI = F1+F2J and
gI = G1+G2J where J ∈ S such that I ⊥ J and F1, F2, G1, G2 are four CI−valued
polyanalytic functions on ΩI . By hypothesis, we have fI = gI on U , so F1 = G1
and F2 = G2 on U which is a subdomain of ΩI . Thus, from classical complex
analysis we know that F1 = G1 and F2 = G2 everywhere on ΩI . In particular, we
get that fI = gI everywhere on ΩI . Hence, ∂
N−1
I fI = ∂
N−1
I gI on ΩI which shows
that fN−1 coincides with gN−1 on ΩI . However, fN−1 and gN−1 are slice regular.
Then, making use of the Identity Principle for slice regular functions we have that
fN−1 = gN−1 everywhere on Ω. Similarly, using the same arguments we show that
fk = gk on Ω for all k = 0, ..., N − 1. This ends the proof. 
Inspired from the proof proposed in [10] for slice regular functions, we can prove a
representation formula for quaternionic slice polyanalytic functions:
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Theorem 3.9 (Representation Formula). Let f be a slice polyanalytic function of
order N defined on an axially symmetric slice domain Ω ⊂ H. Let J ∈ S, then for
any q = x+ Iy ∈ Ω the following equality holds :
f(x+ Iy) =
1
2
[fJ(x+ Jy) + fJ(x − Jy)] + I J
2
[fJ(x− Jy)− fJ(x+ Jy)]
Moreover, for all x + yK ⊂ Ω, K ∈ S, there exist two functions α, β independent
of I, such that for any K ∈ S we have
1
2
[fK(x+ yK) + fK(x− yK)] = α(x, y)
and
1
2
K [fK(x− yK)− fK(x + yK)] = β(x, y).
Proof. Let J be any imaginary unit in S. For q ∈ Ω, if Im(q) = 0 the proof is
obvious. If not, we consider the function ψ : Ω −→ H, defined by
ψ(q) :=
1
2
[f(Re(q) + J |Im(q)|) + f(Re(q)− J |Im(q)|)] + Im(q)|Im(q)|
J
2
[f(Re(q)−
J |Im(q)|)− f(Re(q) + J |Im(q)|)].
We use the fact that q = x+ Iy, x, y ∈ R, y ≥ 0 and I = Im(q)|Im(q)| and get
ψ(x + Iy) :=
1
2
[f(x+ Jy) + f(x− Jy)] + IJ
2
[f(x− Jy)− f(x+ Jy)]
In particular, if I = J we get
ψ(x + Jy) = fJ(x + Jy)
this implies that ψ ≡ fJ on ΩJ which is a domain by hypothesis. Hence, if we show
that ψ ∈ SPN (Ω) we can use the identity principle for slice polyanalytic functions
and conclude that ψ and f coincide everywhere on Ω and then
f(x+ Iy) = ψ(x+ Iy) =
1
2
[f(x+ Jy) + f(x− Jy)] + IJ
2
[f(x− Jy)− f(x+ Jy)].
So, let us prove now that ψ ∈ SPN (Ω). Indeed, let I ∈ S, note that the operators
∂
∂x
and I
∂
∂y
commute on SP(Ω). Then, the binomial formula gives
∂
N
I :=
1
2N
N∑
k=0
(
N
k
)
Ik
∂N
∂xN−k∂yk
.
Therefore, by separating even and odd indices we obtain the following formula
∂
N
I =
1
2N
[
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k
)
∂N
∂xN−2k∂y2k
+ I
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
]
.
However, our aim is to show that
∂
N
I ψ(x+ Iy) = 0.
To this end, let us set
AN (x, y) =
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k
)
∂N
∂xN−2k∂y2k
ψ(x+ Iy)
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and
BN (x, y) =
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
ψ(x+ Iy).
Clearly, we have
(3.3) ∂
N
I ψ(x+ Iy) =
1
2N
(AN (x, y) + IBN (x, y))
We keep in mind that the hypothesis f slice polyanalytic of order N gives the two
following equations
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k
)
∂N
∂xN−2k∂y2k
f(x+ Jy) =
−J
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
f(x+ Jy)
(3.4)
and
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k
)
∂N
∂xN−2k∂y2k
f(x− Jy) =
J
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
f(x− Jy).
(3.5)
We have
ψ(x + Iy) =
1
2
[f(x+ Jy) + f(x− Jy)] + IJ
2
[f(x− Jy)− f(x+ Jy)].
Then, making use of the formulas (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain
(3.6)
AN (x, y) =
J
2
[
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
(f(x− Jy)− f(x+ Jy))
]
− I
2
[
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
(f(x+ Jy) + f(x− Jy))
]
On the other hand, we have
(3.7)
IBN (x, y) =
I
2
[
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
(f(x+ Jy) + f(x− Jy))
]
− J
2
[
N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
2k + 1
)
∂N
∂xN−2k−1∂y2k+1
(f(x− Jy)− f(x+ Jy))
]
Therefore, the formulas (3.6) and (3.7) combined with (3.3) lead to
∂
N
I ψ(x+ Iy) = 0.
This ends the proof. 
Remark 3.10. The proof of the second statement of Theorem 3.9 is similar to the
one for slice regular functions which corresponds to N = 1, see [10].
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Some immediate consequences of the representation formula for slice polyanalytic
functions are the following :
Corollary 3.11. Let U ⊂ H be an axially symmetric slice domain, D ⊂ R2 such
that x+yI ∈ U whenever (x, y) ∈ D and let f : U −→ H. Then, f ∈ SPN (Ω) if and
only if there exist α, β : D −→ H satisfying α(x, y) = α(x,−y), β(x, y) = −β(x,−y)
and ∂I
N
(α+ Iβ) = 0 such that
f(x+ yI) = α(x, y) + Iβ(x, y).
Corollary 3.12. Let U ⊂ H be an axially symmetric slice domain and let f : U −→
H be a slice polyanalytic function. Then, for all x, y ∈ R such that x+yI ∈ U there
exist a, b ∈ H such that
f(x+ yI) = a+ Ib
for all I ∈ S.
Another interesting fact that holds for slice polyanalytic functions is the Extension
Lemma:
Proposition 3.13 (Extension). Let ΩI be a domain in CI symmetric with respect
to the real axis and such that ΩI ∩ R 6= ∅. If f : ΩI −→ H is polyanalytic of order
N , then the function
ext(f)(x+ Iqy) :=
1
2
[f(z) + f(z)] + Iq
I
2
[f(z)− f(z)] ; z = x+ Iy ∈ ΩI
is the unique slice polyanalytic extension of f to the axially symmetric completion
of ΩI in H. Moreover, if
f(z) =
N−1∑
k=0
zkhk(z)
with hk : ΩI −→ H are holomorphic functions. Then, we have
ext(f)(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkext(hk)(q); ∀q = x+ Iqy ∈ Ω.
Proof. Assume that f is polyanalytic of order N on ΩI . Then, we have
f(z) =
N−1∑
k=0
zkhk(z)
where hk : ΩI −→ H are holomorphic functions. However, ΩI is symmetric with
respect to the real axis. Thus, according to the Extension Lemma for slice regular
functions for any k = 0, ..., N−1 we can consider the slice regular functions defined
by
fk(x+ Iqy) :=
1
2
[hk(z) + hk(z)] + Iq
I
2
[hk(z)− hk(z)] ; z = x+ Iy ∈ ΩI .
Let us consider
g(x+ Iqy) =
N−1∑
k=0
(x− Iqy)kfk(x + Iqy),
we shall prove that
g(x+ Iqy) =
1
2
[f(z) + f(z)] + Iq
I
2
[f(z)− f(z)] ; z = x+ Iy ∈ ΩI .
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Indeed, first note that we have the two following equalities
(3.8) (x + Iqy)
k =
1
2
[
(x+ Iy)k + (x− Iy)k]+ Iq I
2
[
(x− Iy)k − (x+ Iy)k]
and
(3.9) (x− Iqy)k = 1
2
[
(x− Iy)k + (x+ Iy)k]+ Iq I
2
[
(x+ Iy)k − (x− Iy)k] .
Then, by definition of fk we have
g(x+ Iqy) =
CN (x, y) +DN (x, y)
2
where we have set
CN (x, y) =
N−1∑
k=0
(x− Iqy)k [hk(z) + hk(z)]
and
DN (x, y) =
N−1∑
k=0
Iq(x− Iqy)kI [hk(z)− hk(z)] .
We replace (x− Iqy)k by its expression using the formula (3.9) and get
CN (x, y) = ext(f)(x + Iqy) +
1
2
N−1∑
k=0
[
zkhk(z) + z
khk(z)
]
+
IqI
2
N−1∑
k=0
[
zkhk(z)− zkhk(z)
]
.
(3.10)
On the other hand, after straightforward computations we obtain
DN (x, y) = ext(f)(x+ Iqy)− 1
2
N−1∑
k=0
[
zkhk(z) + z
khk(z)
]
+
IqI
2
N−1∑
k=0
[
zkhk(z)− zkhk(z)
]
.
(3.11)
Therefore, it follows that
g(x+ Iqy) = ext(f)(x+ Iqy)
this ends the proof. 
Inspired from the book [10], we present the counterpart of the Refined Splitting
Lemma for slice polyanalytic functions. First, let us consider the subclass of
SPN (Ω) defined by
NN (Ω) := {f ∈ SPN (Ω) : f(Ω ∩ CI) ⊂ CI , ∀I ∈ S}.
Then, we have
Proposition 3.14 (Refined Splitting Lemma). Let Ω be an axially symmetric slice
domain in H and f be a slice polyanalytic function of order N on Ω. Then, for any
I, J ∈ S with I ⊥ J , there exist ψℓ : ΩI −→ CI , ℓ = 0, .., 3 intrinsic polyanalytic
such that:
fI(x+ yI) = ψ0(x+ yI) + ψ1(x+ yI)I + ψ2(x+ yI)J + ψ3(x+ yI)K
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where K = IJ.
Proof. If f is slice polyanalytic of order N , then we can write
f(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkhk(q)
with (hk)k=0,..,N−1 are slice regular on Ω. In particular, making use of the Refined
Splitting Lemma for slice regular functions we have that for all k = 0, ..., N − 1 :
hk(x+ yI) = h
0
k(x + yI) + h
1
k(x+ yI)I + h
2
k(x+ yI)J + h
3
k(x+ yI)IJ
where hℓk : ΩI −→ CI are holomorphic intrinsic functions for all ℓ = 0, ..., 3. We
have,
fI(z) =
N−1∑
k=0
zkhk(z); ∀z ∈ ΩI .
Therefore, the thesis follows by considering the polyanalytic intrinsic functions
defined by
ψℓ(x+ yI) =
N−1∑
k=0
(x− yI)khℓk(x + yI); ∀ℓ = 0, ..., 3.

As a consequence of the Refined Splitting Lemma, we have the following
Theorem 3.15. Let Ω ⊂ H be an axially symmetric slice domain and {1, I, J, IJ}
a basis of H. Then,
SPN (Ω) = NN (Ω)⊕NN (Ω)I ⊕NN (Ω)J ⊕NN (Ω)IJ.
Proof. The Refined Splitting Lemma combined with the Extension Lemma for slice
polyanalytic functions shows that we have
SPN (Ω) = NN (Ω) +NN (Ω)I +NN (Ω)J +NN (Ω)IJ.
Moreover, we only need to use Proposition 2.7 in the book [10] and the charac-
terization of slice polyanalytic functions obtained in corollary 3.7 to show that all
the intersections between NN (Ω),NN (Ω)I,NN (Ω)J,NN (Ω)IJ are reduced to zero.
This ends the proof. 
As in the case of slice regular functions, namely N = 1, we can introduce slice
polyanalytic functions as a subclass of slice functions which are defined to be (see
[10]):
Definition 3.16. Let U ⊂ H be an axially symmetric open set. Functions of the
form f(q) = f(x + yI) = α(x, y) + Iβ(x, y), where α, β are H−valued functions
such that α(x,−y) = α(x, y), β(x,−y) = −β(x, y) for all x+ yI ∈ U are called slice
functions.
Then, we have the following:
Definition 3.17. An N times differentiable slice function is said to be slice poly-
analytic of order N on an axially symmetric domain Ω if and only if for all I ∈ S,
f satisfies on ΩI the equation
∂I
N
f(x+ yI) = 0.
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Inspired from the paper [5], we can show another version of the identity principle for
slice polyanalytic functions without the hypothesis that the open set on which they
are defined is a slice domain. First, note that slice functions can be recovered by
their values on two semi-slices, see the Representation Formula given by Theorem
2.4 in [5]. We have the following
Proposition 3.18. Let Ω be an axially symmetric domain and let f : Ω −→ H
be a slice polyanalytic function. Assume that there exist J,K ∈ S, with J 6= K
and UJ , UK two subdomains of Ω
+
J and Ω
+
K respectively where Ω
+
J := Ω ∩ C+J and
Ω+K := Ω ∩ C+K . If f = 0 on UJ and UK, then f = 0 everywhere in Ω.
Proof. Let f be a slice polyanalytic function on Ω such that f = 0 on UJ and UK .
Thus, since UJ and UK are respectively subdomains of Ω
+
J and Ω
+
K . It follows, from
the Splitting Lemma for slice polyanalytic functions combined with the classical
complex analysis that f = 0 everywhere on Ω+J and Ω
+
K . Then, we just need to use
the Representation Formula which allows to recover a slice function by its values
on two semi-slices to complete the proof. 
Remark 3.19. This last remark on slice functions allows to define slice polyanalytic
functions on axially symmetric domains which do not necessarily intersect the real
line.
4. The quaternionic slice-polyanalytic Fock space
In this section, we introduce the Fock space of slice polyanalytic functions on quater-
nions. Let N ≥ 1 and I ∈ S we define the space
FNI (H) := {f ∈ SPN (H)/
∫
CI
|fI(p)|2e−|p|2dλI(p) <∞}.
This space is endowed with the following inner product
〈f, g〉FN
I
(H) =
∫
CI
gI(p)fI(p)e
−|p|2dλI(p).
Then, we have the following:
Proposition 4.1. The set FNI (H) is a right quaternionic Hilbert space.
Proof. The proof is based on the Splitting Lemma for slice polyanalytic functions,
see Proposition 3.4. Indeed, let (fn) be a Cauchy sequence in FNI (H). Choose
J ∈ S such that I ⊥ J . Then, since fn are slice polyanalytic we have fn,I := Fn +
GnJ ∀n ∈ N where Fn and Gn are polyanalytic functions on the slice CI belonging
to the classical polyanalytic Fock space FN (CI). It is easy to see that (Fn)n and
(Gn)n are Cauchy sequences in FN (CI). Hence, there exists two functions F and
G belonging to FN (CI) such that the sequences (Fn)n and (Gn)n are converging
respectively to F and G. Let fI = F +GJ and consider f = ext(fI) we have then
f ∈ FNI (H) thanks to Proposition 3.13. Moreover, the sequence (fn) converges to
f with respect to the norm of FNI (H). This ends the proof. 
Proposition 4.2. Let f ∈ SPN (H) and I, J ∈ S two imaginary units. Then, we
have the following
1
2
‖f‖FN
I
(H) ≤ ‖f‖FN
J
(H) ≤ 2‖f‖FN
I
(H).
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Proof. This is a consequence of the Representation Formula, see Theorem 3.9. In-
deed, since f is slice polyanalytic of order N on H we have
f(x+ Iy) =
1
2
[f(x+ Jy) + f(x− Jy)] + I J
2
[f(x− Jy)− f(x+ Jy)] .
Then,
|f(x+ Iy)| ≤ |f(x+ Jy)|+ |f(x− Jy)| ,
and therefore
|f(x+ Iy)|2 ≤ (|f(x+ Jy)|+ |f(x− Jy)|)2
≤ 2 (|f(x+ Jy)|2 + |f(x− Jy)|2)
because (|f(x+ Jy)| − |f(x− Jy)|)2 ≥ 0. This implies that
‖f‖2FN
I
(H) ≤ 2
(
‖f‖2FN
J
(H) + ‖f‖2FN−J(H)
)
.
However, since ‖f‖FN
J
(H) = ‖f‖FN−J(H) we get ‖f‖2FNI (H) ≤ 4‖f‖
2
FN
J
(H)
. By inter-
changing the roles of I and J we get also ‖f‖2
FN
I
(H)
≤ 4‖f‖2
FN
J
(H)
. Finally, it follows
that
1
2
‖f‖FN
I
(H) ≤ ‖f‖FN
J
(H) ≤ 2‖f‖FN
I
(H).

Corollary 4.3. Given any I, J ∈ S, the slice polyanalytic Fock spaces FNI (H) and
FNJ (H) contain the same elements and have equivalent norms.
Remark 4.4. By the previous Corollary, the quaternionic slice polyanalytic Fock
space is independent of the choice of the imaginary unit. Thus, we shall use the
notation FNSlice(H).
Let us fix q ∈ H and consider the evaluation mapping
Λq : FNSlice(H) −→ H; f 7→ Λq(f) = f(q).
Then, we have the following estimate on FNSlice(H) :
Proposition 4.5. Let f ∈ FNSlice(H) and q ∈ H. Then,
|Λq(f)| ≤
√
Ne
|q|2
2 ‖f‖FN
Slice
(H).
Proof. Let I ∈ S be such that q ∈ CI and choose J ∈ S with I ⊥ J . Then, the
Splitting Lemma yields
fI(z) = F (z) +G(z)J ; ∀z ∈ CI
where F and G belong to FN (CI). In particular, we have
|f(q)|2 = |F (q)|2 + |G(q)|2
However, we know from classical complex analysis that
|F (q)| ≤
√
Ne
|q|2
2 ‖F‖FN(CI) and |G(q)| ≤
√
Ne
|q|2
2 ‖G‖FN (CI).
Therefore,
|f(q)| ≤
√
Ne
|q|2
2
(
‖F‖2FN(CI) + ‖G‖2FN(CI)
) 1
2
=
√
Ne
|q|2
2 ‖f‖FN
Slice
(H).

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Proposition 4.5 shows that all the evaluation mappings on FNSlice(H) are continuous.
Then, the Riesz representation theorem for quaternionic right-linear Hilbert spaces,
see [6] shows that for any q ∈ H there exists a unique function KqN ∈ FNSlice(H)
such that for any f ∈ FNSlice(H) we have
f(q) = 〈f,KqN 〉FN
Slice
(H) .
Let J ∈ S and r ∈ CJ , then for q = x + Iy and z = x + Jy the corresponding
reproducing kernel of the second kind is obtained by extending the kernel of the
complex case. It is given by the following
KN : H×H −→ H
KN(q, r) :=
1
2
[KN(z, r) +KN (z, r)] + I
J
2
[KN(z, r)−KN (z, r)] .
Example. For N = 2, we have
K2(q, r) = ext[e
zr(2− |z − r|2)](q)
Then, we can check that
K2(q, r) = e∗(qr)(2− |q − r|2).
This last example suggests to prove the following result
Theorem 4.6. The set FNSlice(H) is a right quaternionic reproducing kernel Hilbert
space whose reproducing kernel is given by the following formula:
KN(q, r) = e∗(qr)
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
k + 1
)
1
k!
|q − r|2k; ∀(q, r) ∈ H×H.
Proof. Fix r ∈ H such that r belongs to the slice CJ , we consider the function
defined by
F rN (q) = e∗(qr)ϕN (q, r)
where
ϕN (q, r) :=
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
k + 1
)
1
k!
|q − r|2k; ∀q ∈ H.
Clearly q 7−→ e∗(qr) is slice regular on H with respect to the variable q. Moreover,
we can check that ϕN (q, r) is a real valued slice polyanalytic function of order
N on H with respect to q. Thus, the observation in Proposition 3.3 shows that
F rN is a slice polyanalytic function of order N on H with respect to the variable q.
Furthermore, note that the reproducing kernel of FNSlice(H) is obtained by extending
the classical one on the slice CJ . This shows that F
r
N (q) and KN(q, r) coincide on
the slice CJ containing r. Hence, we have KN(q, r) = F
r
N (q) everywhere on H
thanks to the Identity Principle for slice polyanalytic functions. This ends the
proof. 
Remark 4.7. Note that the formula obtained in Theorem 4.6 could be written in
terms of the generalized Laguerre polynomials
Lαj (x) :=
j∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
j + α
j − i
)
xi
i!
.
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In particular, the reproducing kernel of the quaternionic slice polyanalytic Fock
space FNSlice(H) will be written as
KN (q, r) = e∗(qr)L
1
N−1(|q − r|2); ∀(q, r) ∈ H×H.
Remark 4.8. For N = 1, the space FNSlice(H) is exactly the slice hyperholomorphic
Fock space and the reproducing kernel obtained in Theorem 4.6 corresponds to the
result obtained in [4].
5. The quaternionic slice polyanalytic Bergman space
The slice polyanalytic Bergman space of the second kind on the quaternionic unit
ball B is defined to be
ANSlice(B) := {f ∈ SPN (B)/
∫
BI
|fI(p)|2dλI(p) <∞},
for p = x + Iy, dλI(p) = dxdy is the usual Lebesgue measure on BI = B ∩ CI .
As we have seen in the previous section for the Fock space, we can use the same
techniques involving the Splitting Lemma and Representation Formula for slice
polyanalytic functions to prove that ANSlice(B) is a right quaternionic Hilbert space
which does not depend on the choice of the slices. Furthermore, for any q ∈ B and
f ∈ ANSlice(B) we have the following estimate
|f(q)| ≤ N√
π
‖f‖AN
Slice
(B)
(1− |q|2) .
Hence, the Riesz representation theorem for quaternionic right-linear Hilbert spaces
shows thatANSlice(B) has a reproducing kernel. The theory of quaternionic Bergman
spaces of the second kind introduced in [8] suggests that the expression of the
reproducing kernel of ANSlice(B) denoted by BNS (q, r) is obtained making use of the
extension operator. Indeed, let r ∈ B be fixed such that r ∈ CJ , the expression of
the kernel in the slice BJ is given in [7] by
(5.1)
BrN (z) =
N
π(1 − rz)2N
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
k + 1
)(
N + k
N
)
|1− rz|2(N−1−k)|z − r|2k.
Then, by definition, for any q = x+ Iy ∈ B we have
BNS (q, r) = B
r
N (q)
:= ext[BrN (z)](q).
To give the explicit expression of BNS (q, r), we consider first the function f
r
N :
BJ −→ CJ , depending on r and defined by
f rN (z) =
N
π
1
(1− rz)2N ; ∀z ∈ BJ .
We start by proving the following
Lemma 5.1. For every fixed r ∈ BJ , the slice regular extension of f rN (z) to the
quaternionic unit ball B is given by
grN(q) = PN (q, r)QN (q, r); ∀q ∈ B
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where
PN (q, r) =
N
π
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
qkrk, and QN (q, r) = (1− 2Re(q)r + |q|2r2)−2N .
Proof. Clearly, the function f rN : z 7→ f rN (z) is holomorphic on BJ for every fixed
r ∈ BJ . Then, by definition for q = x+Iy and z = x+Jy the slice regular extension
of f rN (z) to B is given by
grN (q) =
1
2
[f rN (z) + f
r
N (z¯)] +
IJ
2
[f rN (z¯)− f rN (z)].
We have
f rN(z) + f
r
N (z¯)
2
=
N
2π
[
1
(1− r¯z)2N +
1
(1− r¯z¯)2N
]
=
N
π
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
r¯k
(zk + z¯k)
2
(1 − 2Re(z)r¯ + |z|2r¯2)2N
=
N
π
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
r¯kRe(zk)
(1 − 2Re(z)r¯ + |z|2r¯2)2N .
Similarly, we obtain
f rN (z¯)− f rN (z)
2
=
N
π
J
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
r¯kIm(zk)
(1− 2Re(z)r¯ + |z|2r¯2)2N .
Since (1−2Re(z)r¯+|z|2r¯2)−2N = QN(q, r), it follows by the formula of the extension
operator that
grN(q) =
N
π
[
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
(Re(zk)− Im(zk)I)r¯k
]
QN(q, r)
=
N
π
[
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
q¯k r¯k
]
QN(q, r)
= PN (q, r)QN (q, r).
This ends the proof. 
The next result gives the expression of the slice Bergman kernel of the second kind
of the quaternionic slice polyanalytic Bergman space ANSlice(B):
Theorem 5.2. The set ANSlice(B) is a right quaternionic reproducing kernel Hilbert
space whose reproducing kernel is given by
BNS (q, r) = PN (q, r)QN (q, r)ψN (q, r); ∀(q, r) ∈ B× B
where
PN (q, r) =
N
π
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
qkrk, QN(q, r) = (1 − 2Re(q)r + |q|2r2)−2N
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and
ψN (q, r) =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
k + 1
)(
N + k
N
)
|1− rq|2(N−1−k)|q − r|2k.
Proof. By definition of the second kind theory for quaternionic slice Bergman
spaces, BNS (q, r) is obtained making use of the extension operator. For any r ∈ B
we consider the function
hrN(q) = g
r
N(q)ψN (q, r) such that g
r
N (q) = PN (q, r)QN (q, r).
The polynomials PN (q, r) and QN(q, r) are defined as in Lemma 5.1 and
ψN (q, r) =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
N
k + 1
)(
N + k
N
)
|1− rq|2(N−1−k)|q − r|2k.
Then, clearly grN is slice regular on B with respect to the variable q by construction
according to Lemma 5.1. We can see also that ψN (q, r) is a real valued slice
polyanalytic function of order N on B with respect to q. Thus, the observation in
Proposition 3.3 shows that hrN is a slice polyanalytic function of order N on B with
respect to q. Moreover, hrN (q) and B
N
S (q, r) coincide on the slice BJ containing r.
Hence, thanks to the Identity Principle for slice polyanalytic functions BNS (q, r) =
hrN(q) everywhere on B. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 5.3. The kernel BNS (q, r) can be written also in this second form
BNS (q, r) = RN (q, r)LN (q, r)ψN (q, r); ∀(q, r) ∈ B× B
with
RN (q, r) = (1− 2qRe(r) + q2|r|2)−2N and LN(q, r) = N
π
2N∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
2N
k
)
qkrk.
Proof. Set φ(q, r) = RN (q, r)LN (q, r) for all q, r ∈ B. As a product of a rational
function with real coefficients and a polynomial of order 2N with quaternionic
coefficients on the right the function φ(., r) is slice regular on B with respect to the
variable q for every r ∈ B. Moreover, if r ∈ B is fixed on a slice CJ we can see that
the restriction of φ(., r) on BJ coincides with the function f
r
N (z) =
N
π
1
(1− rz)2N .
Then, the Identity Principle for slice regular functions gives
ext(f rN )(q) = RN (q, r)LN (q, r) for all q, r ∈ B.
The last equation leads to the desired result. 
Remark 5.4. For the particular case N = 1, the results obtained in this section
coincide with the results of [8] concerning the theory of the second kind for the
slice hyperholomorphic Bergman spaces.
6. Concluding remarks
We finish this paper by a brief discussion related to further developments of the
theory of slice polyanalytic functions. First, we note that the pointwise multipli-
cation of two slice polyanalytic functions is not slice polyanalytic, in general. In
fact this fact appears also for N = 1, namely for the case of slice regular functions.
However, the ∗-product preserves the structure of slice regular functions. For slice
polyanalaytic functions of the same order we can consider also a natural product
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denoted ∗N in order to preserve the structure. Indeed, let f and g be two slice
polyanalytic functions of order N on Ω such that
f(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkfk(q) and g(q) =
N−1∑
k=0
qkgk(q),
where fk, gk are slice regular for all k = 0, .., N − 1. Then, we define
f ∗N g(q) :=
N−1∑
k=0
qk(fk ∗ gk)(q)
where fk ∗ gk stands for the classical ∗-product of slice regular functions. It turns
out that the set (SPN (Ω),+, ∗N ) is a ring, so we wish to study further properties
of this product in future researches.
Furthermore, in the recent paper [14], the authors introduced and studied the poly-
Hardy space on the unit ball in the monogenic setting. A natural problem would
be to study the counterpart of the poly-Hardy space in this new slice polyanalytic
setting. However, like in the classical complex case, this space would be trivial seen
as subspace of L2(B).
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